Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, researchers generally research more on the vertical search engine [1, 2] and has achieved a lot. However, these studies only focus on the application area of search engine. Meanwhile, with the great development of internet technology, combined with the tremendous development of 3G networks, the online population and web pages are rapidly increasing. Traditional architecture model of search engine can't adapt the development of network, and search engine is now facing the question how the mass data in the network are stored and how the mass data in the network is processed fast. The cloud computing technology [3] provides a new way to solve these problems, with two features of mass data storage and mass data processing. And there are a lot of open-source cloud computing projects. Hadoop, which is an open-source project of Apache Software Foundation, is widely used [4] . It can fully utilize the advantages between search engine and Hadoop to build the search engine on the Hadoop, and makes up for the shortcomings of search engine.
Hadoop
Hadoop is an open-source distributed parallel computing platform, and it has the reliability, efficiency and scalability. It mainly consists of a parallel computing framework MapReduce [5] and a distributed file system HDFS [6] , which ensure Hadoop efficiently parallel computing ability and mass data storage capacity. Hadoop is designed based on the concepts that the system failure is a normal, and makes cloud computing platform run reliably by maintaining multiple replications available and re-distributing the new node as fast as possible in case some nodes are failed. Hadoop uses master-slave structure. It has a simple master server (JobTracker) and some slave servers (TaskTracker) which are in a cluster. JobTracker is an interactive interface between users and the framework. When users submit the task to the JobTracker, JobTracker puts this task into the task queue and executes tasks according to the first come first served principle. JobTracker maintains the Map and Reduce tasks assigned to TaskTrackers. TaskTracker executes instructions that get from JobTracker, and simultaneously deals with the exchange of data between Map and Reduce. Each node will periodically report the completed work and updated status to TaskTracker. If a TaskTracker doesn't communicate with JobTracker for a long time (it should be specified), JobTracker records this node as dead and assigns this node's data to other nodes. 
MapReduce Computing Framework
MapReduce mainly indicates the two aspects, Map and Reduce, and it completes Mapping operation and Reducing operation respectively. Each Mapping operation is independent, with a high degree of parallelism. Reducing operation receives the results of Mapping operation and merges the results. Meanwhile, Reducing operation is highly parallel, too. It is because of the highly parallel distributed computing of MapReduce so that the mass data can be efficiently processed on the cloud computing platform. MapReduce functions are as follows [7] 
HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System)
HDFS is designed with master-slave mode. It manages the entire data of cloud computing platform, which consists of two special nodes. HDFS includes one NameNode and lots of DataNodes. NameNode provides metadata services within HDFS. DataNode provides the storage blocks for HDFS. HDFS architecture is shown in figure 2 . When user program accesses the HDFS, it visits NameNode firstly and gets metadata information. Then, it directly visits DataNodes and accesses data. This design of HDFS makes the control flow and data flow separate. There is only control flow between user program and NameNode, without data stream, thus it can greatly reduce the load of NameNode and can't become a bottleneck in system performance. There are direct data flows between DataNodes and user program. And because a file is divided into some data blocks for distributed storage and data backup, user program can access some DataNodes at the same time, which makes the I / O of whole system highly parallel so that the whole system performance is improved.
Overview of Search Engine
Search engine is the most efficacious tool to discover useable information in World Wide Web. And Search engine has become a necessary to explore internet. Without Search Engine, there are no uses of information in websites, blog, etc; because without search engine, it is almost impossible to look for one by one websites just for searching information in internet.
Search engine is a system based on certain strategies, using specific computer programs to collect information on internet, organizing the information and providing retrieval services for users. Search engine generally consists of five parts: fetcher (information collection devices), parser, indexer, retriever and user interface. The system structure is shown in figure 3 :
Where, Fetcher is known as web crawler and its function is to find and collect information from internet. Parser analyzes the document to collect, and then provides them to the indexer. Indexer transforms the document as a form to easily retrieve and stored in the index database. By using the indexes stored in the index database created by indexer and keywords input by users, Retriever finds out the documents that match the keywords, and sort the results. User interface is provided for users to find information conveniently. Search engine workflow is as follows:
1) Prepare links. Add seed links to xml file or text file and submit it to the WebDB which is the local folder. Link preparing module will read one of the URLs and give it to Fetcher.
2) Crawl pages. After receiving a URL, Fetcher begins to crawl the pages with the breadth-first search strategy and stored all the pages in local files.
3) Analysis pages. After receiving crawled pages, Parser begins to analysis pages and extracts pages' text and feature information, such as title, time, source and so on. There are two important tasks after parsing web pages for Parser. One of tasks is that storing the URL lists get from web pages to the local folder Segment and generating a new link list to crawl the pages for Fetcher. Another is that submitting the page text to Indexer. And Parser integrates and simplifies new link lists and saves them to local for assigning new crawling task easily. 4) Repeat the step 2、3 until it reaches the crawling depth set by user. 5) Create Index. After finishing the steps above, Indexer starts building an index, and stores the index to local. 6) User's search. When the user submits a query, the retrieval module starts to search the pages related to the topic in local according to the index, integrates the results of the query and show the results to the user from most relevant one to the least one.
As we can see from the framework of the search engine mentioned above, the traditional search engine works in a focused manner so that it can't achieve efficient parallel operation. So the current search engine is difficult to deal with the mass data in network efficiently and provide users with searching services in time. These are issues search engine are facing, but also to be solved in this paper.
Search Engine Model Based on Cloud Computing Platform
Through analyzing the distributed computing framework of Hadoop and the current search engine architecture above, it can be seen that Search engine is not good at dealing with mass data, but cloud computing can make up for the lack of search engine because of its efficient distributed computing framework MapReduce and distributed file system HDFS with mass data storage capacity. Building the search engine on Hadoop platform can solve the problems in mass data processing and mass data storage. And the search engine will be greatly improved in real-time search and response speed. The Search engine model based on cloud computing platform is shown in figure 4 .
Fig 4. Search Engine Model Based on Cloud Computing Platform
As we can see from the figure 4, the bottom of search engine is cloud computing platform based on Hadoop. And there are two improvements on this model compared to the traditional search engine. One of them is that there are great changes on the computing manner of fetcher, parser, indexer and retriever. They run based on the framework of MapReduce in this model. Another is that index database is replaced by HDFS and the index is managed and maintained by the distributed file system with master-slave mode. The following is the workflow of this model. 1) Prepare links. Add seed links to xml file or text file and submit it to the WebDB the folder of HDFS. Link preparation module will read the URLs and split them into some of link blocks.
2) Crawl pages. After receiving link blocks, JobTracker mentioned above start Map/Reduce tasks and assigns the task of crawling pages to TaskTrackers. The TaskTracker (Fetcher) which received task of Map begins to crawl the pages with the breadth-first search strategy. The TaskTracker (Fetcher) which received the task of Reduce integrates and filters the pages crawled by TaskTracker which runs the task of Map , and stores all the pages in the HDFS.
3) Analysis pages. When Parser received crawled pages, MapReduce tasks begin. The TaskTracker (Parser) which received the task of Map analysis pages and extracts pages' content and feature information, such as title, time, source and so on. There are two important tasks after parsing web page for Parser. One of them is that storing the URL lists get from web pages to Segment the folder of HDFS and generating a new link list for Fetcher to crawl the pages. Another is that submitting the page content to Indexer. TaskTracker (Parser) which received Reduce task integrates and simplifies new link list and submits them to HDFS to be managed together by NameNode for assigning new crawling task easily. (Indexer) received the task of Map start building an index, and store the index to local. The TaskTracker (Indexer) which received the tasks of Reduce submits the indexs stored in all TaskTracker (indexer) which run the tasks of Map to NameNode for the unified management and facilitating user's queries.
6) User's search. When the user submits a query, the retrieval module starts to perform MapReduce tasks. The TaskTracker (Retriever) which received the task of Map begins to search the pages related to the topic in local. The TaskTracker (Retriever) which received the task of Reduce integrates the results of the query and submits results to the user according to the relevance with the topic from high to the end.
In addition, WebDB and Segment are data structure used in general search engine, and not to be repeated here.
Keywords Weighting Improvement
The search engine model based on cloud computing platform is described above. However, keywords weighting needed to be optimized so as to get the best performance.
The TF-IDF method is most widely used in keywords weighting. The importance in a single document and it in the entire data set of a keyword is considered simultaneously by this method. The advantage of this method is that it can make the weight of the keyword more reasonable which appears more often in a single document and the entire data set. For example, the frequency of "biological" is high in data sets related to biology, but the importance of this word to the document is less than "DNA" and "cell". It is significant to select the keywords in order to exclude nonessential information and reducing the indexing time. Inverted document frequency (IDF) and Term frequency (TF) are calculated respectively as (1), (2) . [8] (1)
Where, is the number of data files (text), is the number of documents which contain the keyword , is the number of keyword appeared in document and is the number of all words in document . Considering the TF and IDF, the weight of the keyword k in the document is calculated as (3).
As we can see from (1) (2), term frequency a statistical value is considered only in calculating the keywords' weight. But there are lots of non-statistical values, for example, the keywords in title, the bold or italic keywords. Compared to normal pages content, these elements represent the characteristics of pages more. Moreover, it is very easy to be analyzed. The relevant parameters are easily obtained by distinguishing markup in HTML language. The improved method of TF-IDF is (4) . (4) Where, is parameter of pages. Generally, when keywords are in the subject, the value of is the maximum taking 10;when keywords are bold or italic in the document, the value of takes 5; when there is no tag, the value of takes 1. 
Experiment and Results Analyze
Limited due to experimental environment, we use 8 PC running Ubuntu OS to build Cloud Computing Platform and install search engine system on this platform. Among them, one computer is NameNode and the remaining seven computers are DataNodes. To test the efficiency of search engine deployed in the cloud computing platform, we take the crawling depth as a data increasing index and capture data from my school intranet (www.cauc.edu.cn) from low depth to higher ones. Each layer crawling is carried out with three times and the result is the average of three sets of data. Experiment results are shown in table 1 and figure 5. figure 5 , the time used in searching by search engine deployed in cloud computing platform is more than it used by centralized search engine before depth 5. It is because that search engine based on cloud computing platform takes a larger proportion of the capture time to communicate with each other when the amount of data is small, which ultimately affects the entire crawling time. On the contrary, centralized search engine costs less time to crawl pages because there is no communication and there is a small amount of data. When the depth is higher than 5, with the increase in the amount of data, the advantage of processing mass data is gradually emerging out, and capture time is much less than the centralized search engine. Moreover, this advantage is more and more obvious with the increase in the amount of data. After finishing capture the data and searching the keywords through the client, we can get the satisfactory results in front of 20 records within 0.01ms ~0.49ms. By analyzing experiment results, we can see that the search engine deployed in the cloud computing platform can solve the problems that search engine deals with the mass data inefficiently, and the result displayed has been greatly improved.
Conclusion
Based on the depth analysis between cloud computing and search engine, there is a good combination point found. That deploying Search engine to the cloud computing platform can deal with the problems existing in search engine, which are mass data processing and mass data mining. Moreover a search engine model based on open source cloud computing platform Hadoop is proposed and the two algorithms of search engine are improved. As we can see from the experiment results, the experiment results are satisfactory overall and achieve the expected
